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MARK MORAN VAUCLUSE
Flowing like a ribbon along the cliff-tops of Eastern Sydney, Mark Moran Vaucluse
stands at the pinnacle of Australian aged care. Awarded both locally and internationally
for the quality of its care and the depth of its culture, this new community embodies a
passionate commitment to offer the absolute best in senior living.
Comprising three distinct buildings, the complex offers both independent and assisted
living, low and dementia-care bedrooms, all with immediate access to world-class
dining and recreation facilities. JHA consulted across all building ser vices disciplines
from inception to completion.

Mark Moran Vaucluse Aged Care facility was opened
in 2016 by Prime Minister, Malcolm Turnbull
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SPIRIT OF LIFE - SOL
Mark Moran Group’s vision for Vaucluse was founded
on the phrase ‘Spirit of Life’. Underpinning ever y
aspect of the design, this philosophy celebrates life
in seniority, the value of wisdom, and that the Spirit
of a vibrant lifestyle shouldn’t be hampered by old
age. The model of care is community-based, rather
than institutional, with each member ’s connection to
others - both within and beyond the site boundaries
- fundamental to the project brief. JHA instigated the
technology to enable connecting people through
connected rooms.
Members har vest food from communal gardens
and congregate on rooftop terraces. Families and
the Vaucluse community are welcomed in to share
the space, joining members in enjoying the food,
entertainment and regular markets.
JHA worked closely with the landscape architect
to ensure outdoor spaces were appealingly lit and
appropriately ser viced, encouraging members
and visitors to explore and linger.

“The spirit of life has
extended beyond the
boundaries of the building.”
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“Mark and Evette would talk about
their vision and we embraced that
vision and ...became part of it.
We were drawn into it.”
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CIRCADIAN LIGHTING
In an Australian first, JHA delivered circadian

JHA partnered with XAL, an Austrian lighting

lighting technology to a residential aged care

researcher and manufacturer, to finalise the

environment.

development of their *Recover* circadian luminaire

Circadian lighting uses tuneable white LED light to
mimic the diurnal shift in the colour temperature
of daylight. The body relies on this daily shift from
between warm to cool light to entrain
neurotransmitter production, par ticularly
melatonin and serotonin, which regulate sleep and
alertness. Circadian lighting replicates this natural
cycle in the member ’s room, which is beneficial
to those with limited mobility and daylight access,
reducing demand for sleep-and mood-regulating
medications.

and bring it to Mark Moran Vaucluse. This was a
considerable challenge, especially in securing the
timely supply of a product not yet on the market.
User interface points were critical in the success of
the lighting scheme, with JHA contributing custom
designs for the switch-plates. Commissioning
the bespoke control system demanded ongoing
diligence from an international team, but the result
- a reliable installation offering unprecedented
visual comfort and member health - is a welcome
reward.

Physiological Performance Curve image with thanks from XAL, who supplied the luminaires which achieved circadian lighting on this project.

Mark Moran Vaucluse was the FIRST
Australian aged care facility to install
circadian lighting technology.

Photocredits to Croce&WIR

SPECIALIST LIGHTING
Light reveals form and space, the raw materials

With the brief agreed, the Specialist Lighting team

of architecture. A lighting scheme that is merely

developed the lighting scheme in layers:

standards-compliant may be functional and efficient,
yet blind to its architectural context. Such an outcome
would have been completely unacceptable for a

  General lighting, for access, wayfinding and safe
movement

project of such prominence.

  Task lighting, for specific activities

JHA’s Specialist Lighting division, whose members

  Accent lighting, to emphasise architectural details

combine interior design approaches with the
technical rigour of illumination engineering, were

  Feature lighting, to lend aesthetic appeal

engaged throughout the project. This continuous,

Computer modelling was used to simulate the

specialised input ensured the lighting scheme

intensity and distribution of light and check

developed in harmony with the language of the

compliance with AS1680, SLP2004 and the NCC.

structures and landscape.

Once the final layout was set, the lighting control

A vertical aged care facility creates the challenge
of visually distinguishing neighbouring spaces from

infrastructure was designed with simplicity and
consistency in mind.

one another, while maintaining a consistent design

The finished product is truly successful. From the

language across the site as a whole. Regularly

restaurants’ beckoning tables to the invigorating

engaging with Mark Moran Group via visual means,

rooftop gardens, ever y space is distinguished by

such as butter-paper sketching, mood boards and

beautiful, effective and efficient lighting.

navigable 3D models, helped to collectively resolve the
subtle, yet critical, differences in intent for each space.

INTEGRATED TECHNOLOGIES
Integration of the various technologies in an aged

Working together with the nurse call, telephony,

care environment is often difficult. Occurring at

point of sale, security, access control and other

the end of construction and involving a range of

electronic infrastructure, members could use

specialist installers, integration typically exposes

their devices to access a range of resort-style

any design oversights in the infrastructure planning

conveniences, such as:

and is often the subject of arguments around
scope delineation. Mindful of this, JHA committed
additional resources to the development of detailed
performance specifications for how the various
technologies were to interact.
Mark Moran Group gave a unique technology brief,
founded on personal connections between people,
both members and staff. Members are issued
personal electronic tablets and wireless security
cards, with all rooms IPTV-capable.

  Payment of dining and recreation accounts using
security cards
  In-house interactive television ser vice
  On-demand menus, with food ser ved to any
onsite location at the requested time
  Internet booking ser vice for recreation and
treatment facilities
  Two-way voice telephony between nurse call
points and staff devices

“...in terms of integration,
it’s probably the most
sophisticated aged care
building in the world.”

  Paperless online billing and payment, with external
access for the member ’s family
By the time the first community members were
moving in, eleven different technology platforms
had been neatly integrated to offer a secure and
welcoming environment for members and an
efficient, reliable suite of technological tools
for staff.

Specialist Lighting sketch showing directional lighting
from custom made pendants for rooftop promenade.
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JHA’S ADVANTAGE
JHA’s understanding of aged care ser vices spans twenty-five years and benefits from
nearly one hundred technical staff.

We specialise in buildings - nothing else - so our project teams are
competent, focused and agile.
Mark Moran Vaucluse is the product of it’s its creators’ incredible ambition and fearless
creativity. JHA is proud to have championed Mark Moran Group’s vision, having gone
to extraordinar y lengths to bring the Spirit of Life into a beautiful and inviting living
environment for our elders.

“I would say that the client had a huge commitment
to this idea of being first for everything. So, no
solution that had gone before was appropriate for
any of the spaces.”
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